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Abstract
We present a new primitive—Append-only Signatures (AOS)—with the property that any
party given an AOS signature Sig[M1 ] on message M1 can compute Sig[M1 kM2 ] for any
message M2 , where M1 kM2 is the concatenation of M1 and M2 . We define the security of
AOS, present concrete AOS schemes, and prove their security under standard assumptions.
In addition, we find that despite its simple definition, AOS is equivalent to Hierarchical
Identity-based Signatures (HIBS) through efficient and security-preserving reductions. Finally, we show direct applications of AOS to problems in network security. Our investigations
indicate that AOS is both useful in practical applications and worthy of further study as a
cryptographic primitive.
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Introduction

In many real-world applications, users and programs alike require notions of delegation to model
the flow of information. It is often required that delegation from one party to another enables
the delegatee to “append” to the information it received but to do nothing more. For example,
in wide-area Internet routing, each network passes a routing path advertisement to its neighboring networks, which then append to it information about themselves and forward the updated
advertisement to their neighbors. For security, the route advertisements must be authenticated;
intermediate networks must be incapable of modifying routes except according to the protocol
(that is, by appending their names to already-received advertisements). Likewise, in the context
of secure resource delegation for distributed systems, users need to delegate their share of resources to other users, who may then re-delegate to other users by including their own resources
in the pool. In many of these applications, it is desirable that delegation is possible without
parties having to share any cryptographic keys and that the authenticity of any information
received through a series of delegations is verifiable based only on the identity of the first party
in the chain.
To directly address the needs of these applications, we present a new cryptographic primitive
called Append-Only Signatures (AOS). Informally, an AOS scheme enables the extension of
signed messages and update of the corresponding signatures, without requiring possession of the
signing key. That is, any party given an AOS signature Sig[M1 ] on message M1 can compute
Sig[M1 kM2 ] for any message M2 , where M1 kM2 is the concatenation of M1 and M2 . The
verifier of the final signature needs the initial signer’s public key but does not need to know
the public keys or any other information from intermediate signers except the message data
appended. Clearly, such a scheme cannot be secure according to the standard notion of security
for signatures. Instead, we define an AOS scheme to be secure if it is infeasible to forge signatures
of messages that are not obtained by extending already-signed messages. We define the security
of AOS more formally in Section 2.
We present several provably secure AOS schemes, offering different tradeoffs of flexibility
and efficiency. Our first construction shows a generic approach to building AOS schemes from
any standard digital signature scheme SIG using certificate chains. The construction works
as follows: The secret and public keys for the AOS scheme are obtained by running the key
generator for SIG. For any message M = M1 kM2 k · · · kMn , each Mi being a symbol in some
predetermined message space, the AOS signature of M is defined as a sequence of n public keys
pk1 , pk2 , · · · , pkn (generated using the key generator for SIG) and a sequence of n certificates
binding the message symbols to these public keys. The ith certificate in the chain binds the
message symbol Mi to the corresponding public key pki and is signed using the secret key, ski−1 ,
corresponding to pki−1 . The secret key, sk0 , of the AOS scheme signs the first certificate in the
chain while the secret key skn (corresponding to the last public key), is revealed as part of the
AOS signature and is used for appending new symbols to M . We observe that if the message
space is small enough, we can make use of “weaker”, and more efficient, signature schemes
without compromising the security of the resulting AOS scheme. Furthermore, using aggregation
techniques[BGLS03, LMRS04], the size of the certificate chain can be made a constant, that is,
independent of the number of message symbols appended, which leads to shorter AOS signatures
than those in the basic scheme. (See Section 3 for more details on this scheme.)
Since signature schemes exist given the existence of one-way functions [Rom90], the above
construction implies the existence of AOS under the same assumption. We also present a more
efficient construction of AOS for applications in which the message space is constant size and
the total number of append operations performed is also constant. This construction is based on
1

a stronger assumption and makes use of pseudorandom generators and collision-resistant hash
functions (CRHFs). We remark that both these schemes—one using CRHFs and one based on
certificate chains—are in the standard model; neither of them makes use of random oracles.
Relation to Hierarchical Identity-Based Signatures. Identity-Based Signature (IBS)
schemes, due to Shamir [Sha85], are signature schemes in which the identity of the signer (for
example, her email address) plays the role of his public key. Such schemes assume the existence
of a trusted authority that holds a master public-private key pair that is used to assign secret
keys to users based on their identities. Anyone can verify signatures on messages signed by a
user knowing only the master public key and the identity of that user. Hierarchical IBS (HIBS)
schemes, proposed by Gentry and Silverberg [GS02], are a natural generalization of this concept
to a setting in which users are arranged in a hierarchy and a user at any level in this hierarchy
can delegate secret keys to her descendants based on their identities and her own secret key. To
verify the signature created by any user, one needs to know the identity of the user (and her
position in the hierarchy) and the public key of the root user.
HIBS can be implemented using certificate chains (as suggested in [GS02]) and the resulting
construction bears a strong resemblance to the certificate-based construction of AOS we give
in this paper. Upon closer examination, we find that the similarity between the two constructions is not accidental: it is an artifact of the close relationship between the two primitives
themselves—AOS and HIBS are, in fact, tightly equivalent. This means that (a) there exist
generic transformations from any HIBS scheme into a corresponding AOS scheme and, likewise,
from any AOS scheme into a corresponding HIBS scheme; and (b) these transformations are
extremely efficient (the derived scheme is as efficient as the scheme being derived from) and
highly security-preserving (an adversary attacking the derived scheme can be transformed into
an adversary attacking the original one, losing only a constant factor in efficiency and query
complexity).
A benefit of this equivalence is that it considerably simplifies the notion of HIBS and makes
security analysis for HIBS schemes less onerous: AOS is simpler than HIBS, and, for any HIBS
scheme, it is typically easy to find an equivalent AOS scheme whose security properties carry
over to the corresponding HIBS scheme. For example, our security proof for certificate-based
AOS translates to a security proof for certificate-based HIBS (originally proposed in [GS02]).
Although this construction of HIBS was known prior to our work, it was never analyzed in the
literature, and, to the best of our knowledge, we give the first proof of security for it. Furthermore, our construction of AOS based on pseudorandom generators and CRHFs yields a novel
approach to designing HIBS and can be useful for some restricted scenarios (for example, in a
constant-depth hierarchy wherein each user signs messages from a constant-size message space).
We remark that both these constructions yield HIBS schemes in the standard model and neither
involves the use of computationally intensive bilinear maps (this is in contrast with some recent
results on HIBS [CHYC04]). Finally, we believe that AOS is a more intuitive primitive to study
because it clearly reflects the requirements of our problem domains (such as secure routing) and
is better suited for analyzing the problems that motivate our work.
Related Work. Append-only signatures belong to a general class of primitives called algebraic signatures. Informally, an algebraic signature scheme allows the creation of signatures
on a new message M using the signatures on some known messages, M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn , and the
public key, provided the new message can be obtained from the known messages using some
prespecified set of (n-ary) operations, say O = {f1 , f2 , · · · , fm }. That is, given the signatures,
sig[M1 ], . . . , sig[Mn ] and the public key, it is easy to compute sig[fi (M1 , . . . , Mn )] for any
2

fi ∈ O. In our setting, each fi has arity 1 and appends some fixed message symbol Mi to an input message M . Security for algebraic signatures is defined in a manner similar to our approach
to security of AOS (that is, it should be hard to forge signatures of messages that cannot be
obtained by applying the operations in O to already-signed messages). Examples of algebraic
signatures studied in the literature include transitive signatures by Micali and Rivest [MR02],
homomorphic signatures by Johnson, Molnar, Song and Wagner [JMSW02], and graph-based
algebraic signatures by Hevia and Micciancio [HM02].
Although no obvious relation exists between our primitive and any of the previously studied
algebraic signature primitives, we do note that some of the techniques we use in our constructions
parallel prior techniques. For example, our construction of AOS schemes using CRHFs can
be viewed as a special instance of graph-based algebraic signature schemes studied in [HM02]
(although the set of update operations considered there are different from the append operation
that we consider). Also, [JMSW02] introduces the notion of redactable signatures—signatures
that allow “deletion” of message symbols without access to the secret key—and one of the
constructions for this primitive given in their paper is also an example of graph-based algebraic
signatures.
A concept closely related to AOS (and algebraic signatures, in general) is that of incremental
signatures, proposed by Bellare, Goldreich, and Goldwasser [BGG94, BGG95]. Given an incremental signature on a message M , it is possible to compute the signature on a slightly updated
version of M in time proportional to the “amount” of change made to M (rather than on the
length of the entire message). The update operation, however, requires access to the initial
signer’s secret key whereas, in the case of AOS, a message can be updated by any party. Moreover, the update operations considered in [BGG94, BGG95] are replace, insert and delete
whereas we are interested in performing append operations on messages.
Application to Secure Routing. In our discussion of applications of AOS, which we expand
upon in Section 5, our main focus is on the problem of wide-area Internet routing security. We
argue that the existence of secure AOS schemes is a sufficient condition for guaranteeing an
important security property of routing protocols, namely, authenticity of route announcements.
Though routing is an important component of modern communication networks, its security has
received little attention from the cryptography community (although a rich literature exists in
the computer networks community [KLS00, SRS+ 04, HPS04, WKvO05]). Most cryptographic
protocols assume that the network is an untrusted black box possibly under full control of the
adversary; while this is useful when modeling the security of end-to-end protocols, it fails to
capture the security of the underlying routing protocols. We are motivated by this apparent
gap, as routing is not just an application in which cryptography is required, but a necessary
component of the networks used by most cryptographic protocols.

2

Append-only Signatures

Informally, append-only signatures (AOS) are signatures that enable the public extension of
existing signatures. That is, any party given an AOS signature Sig on a message (M 1 , . . . , Mn )
can compute an AOS signature on any message (M1 , . . . , Mn , Mn+1 ). (As in the introduction,
one could represent the message (M1 , . . . , Mn ) as the string M1 || . . . ||Mn which better captures
the idea of appending. However, since we want to differentiate between a message of the form
“A”k“B” and that of the form “AB” (“A”,“B” and “AB” being three different message symbols),
we prefer to think of messages as n-tuples). Besides the append operation, AOS is the same
3

as ordinary signatures. That is, given only an AOS signature on the message (M 1 , . . . , Mn ) it
should be infeasible to forge an AOS signature on any message not having (M 1 , . . . , Mn ) as a
prefix. In terms of conventional signatures, AOS may seem strange, as it allows the “forgery” of
signatures on messages not previously obtained. In particular, given a signature on the empty
message ε, a signature on any message (M1 , . . . , Mn ) can be computed. In the context of AOS,
we view this as a feature, and, as we will show, this is useful in several applications.
We now formally define AOS and the corresponding notion of security. Let AOS.MSpace be
any set of symbols (for example, {0, 1} or {0, 1}∗ ). For an integer n ≥ 0, a message of length
n is an n tuple of symbols written as M [1..n] = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) with Mi ∈ AOS.MSpace.
The special case of n = 0 is the empty message, denoted as ε, also written as M [1..0]. We use
the symbol v to denote the prefix relation over the messages: for a given message M [1..n] =
(M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ), any message from the set {M [1..i], 0 ≤ i ≤ n} is a prefix. Note that ε is a
prefix of any other message.
An append-only signature (AOS) scheme with respect to the message space AOS.MSpace is a
collection of three algorithms: a setup algorithm (AOS.Setup), an append algorithm (AOS.Append),
and a verify algorithm (AOS.Vfy), defined as follows:
• AOS.Setup (the key generation algorithm) takes the security parameter as input and outputs a pair of keys: the public key AOS.pk and the secret key Sig[ε], which is the signature
on the empty message ε.
• AOS.Append (the append algorithm) takes the public key AOS.pk, a signature on a message
M [1..n − 1] = (M1 , . . . Mn−1 ), of length n − 1, and a symbol Mn ∈ AOS.MSpace and
produces a signature on the message M [1..n] = (M1 , . . . , Mn ).
• AOS.Vfy (the verification algorithm) takes the public key AOS.pk, a message M [1..n], and
a signature sig, and returns either true or false.
All algorithms can be randomized and all of them must be polynomial-time in the security
parameter. Additionally, the scheme should have the property that for any pair (AOS.pk, Sig[ε])
generated by AOS.Setup(1k ) and any message M [1..n] = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) (where n is polynomially bounded in the security parameter), the signature on M [1..n] given by
sig = AOS.Append(AOS.pk, M [1..n − 1], AOS.Append(AOS.pk, M [1..n − 2], . . .

. . . , AOS.Append(AOS.pk, Sig[ε], M1 ), · · · , Mn−1 ), Mn ) (1)

should be accepted by a verification algorithm. That is, AOS.Vfy(AOS.pk, M [1..n], sig) must
return true.
The way an AOS signature is defined in Eq. (1) implies that the only way of appending a sequence of symbols to a given AOS signature is to append the symbols one-by-one.
This means that the distribution of an AOS signature created by appending a symbol M n to
a message (M1 , · · · , Mn−1 ) is the same as the distribution of the signature on the message
(M1 , · · · , Mn−1 , Mn ) when generated from scratch (using the secret key Sig[ε]). This fact ensures history independence of AOS: that is, no party, given an AOS signature, can tell whether
the signature was created by the owner of the secret key or whether it passed through multiple
parties that appended symbols at every step1 . History independence is a useful property to have
The above definition precludes trivial schemes of the following form: Let SGN = (SGN.G, SGN.S, SGN.V)
be any standard digital signature scheme. Construct an append-only signature scheme using SGN in which the
signature of any message M [1..n] = (M1 , · · · , Mn ) is (SGN.S(M [1..n]), n) and the program AOS.Append takes a
1
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in most applications (as already highlighted in previous work on algebraic signatures [JMSW02]
and incremental signatures [BGG95]).
Definition 2.1 [AOS-UF-CMA] Let AOS = (AOS.Setup, AOS.Append, AOS.Vfy) be an AOS
scheme, let k be the security parameter, and let A be an adversary. We consider the experiment:
-uf -cma (k )
Experiment Expaos
AOS ,A

$

MSGSet ← ∅ ; (AOS.pk, Sig[ε]) ← AOS.Setup(1k )
$
(M [1..n], sig) ← AAOSSign(·) (AOS.pk)
if AOS.Vfy(AOS.pk, M [1..n], sig) = true
and ∀J[1..j] v M [1..n] : J[1..j] 6∈ MSGSet
then return 1 else return 0

Oracle AOSSign(M [1..n])
MSGSet ← MSGSet ∪ {M [1..n]}
return Extract(M [1..n])

Oracle Extract(M [1..i]) // defined recursively
if i = 0 then return Sig[ε]
else if Sig[M [1..i]] = defined
then return Sig[M [1..i]]
$
else Sig[M [1..i]] ← AOS.Append(AOS.pk, M [1..i − 1], Extract(M [1..i − 1]), Mi )
return Sig[M [1..i]]

The aos-uf-cma-advantage of an adversary A in breaking the security of the scheme AOS is
defined as
aos-uf -cma
aos-uf -cma
AdvAOS
(k ) = Pr[ ExpAOS
(k ) = 1 ] ,
,A
,A
and AOS is said to be unforgeable under chosen message attacks (aos-uf-cma-secure) if the above
advantage is a negligible function in k for all polynomial-time adversaries A.
Note that in our definition of security, adversary A is given access to the oracle AOSSign(·), not
to the oracle Extract(·). (The latter is used internally by AOSSign(·) to create intermediate
signatures.) The history independence property of AOS ensures that the adversary can get no
advantage when given the power to decide “how” the signature on any message is to be created
by AOSSign(·) (for example, whether it asks for a message (M1 , M2 ) to be signed from scratch
or by first signing M1 and then appending M2 , it would get the same reply in return).

3
3.1

Efficient AOS Constructions
Certificate-Based Append-Only Signatures

We present an efficient construction of a provably-secure AOS scheme based on a public-key
signature scheme. Let SGN = (SGN.G, SGN.S, SGN.V) be a signature scheme with a space of
public keys SGN.PKSpace and message space SGN.MSpace = AOS.MSpace × SGN.PKSpace. (A
formal definition of a public-key signature scheme including a security definition is given in
Appendix A.) That is, messages to be signed by SGN are tuples of the form (M, pk), where
M ∈ AOS.MSpace and pk ∈ SGN.PKSpace. Intuitively, an AOS signature Sig of a message
M [1..n] consists of the following elements:
(pk1 , sig 1 , . . . , pkn , sig n , skn ),
message M [1..n], its signature (σ, n) and a new symbol M [n + 1] and simply outputs (σ, n). Verification of a
signature (σ, n) on message M [1..N ] (N ≥ n) is carried out by testing if σ is the signature, according to SGN ,
on M [1..n]. Although this scheme allows appending to already signed messages in an arbitrary manner, one can
easily distinguish between signatures created by such append operations and those created from scratch.
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where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (pk i , sk i ) are random public/secret key pairs of the public-key signature
scheme SGN and sig i is a signature on the tuple (Mi , pk i ) under the secret key ski−1 . Note that
the secret key sk i used to sign sig i is entangled with sig i+1 by signing its corresponding public
key pk i , thereby certifying its validity. For this reason, this construction is sometimes referred
to as a certificate chain. The signature sig 0 needs to be signed with the secret key sk 0 , which
we define to be the master secret key.
More formally, we construct the AOS scheme AOS1 with the message space AOS.MSpace
as specified below:
• AOS.Setup(1k ) (the setup algorithm):
Run SGN.G(1k ) to generate a pair (sk0 , pk0 ). Set AOS.pk ← pk0 and Sig[ε] ← (sk0 ).
Return (AOS.pk, Sig[ε]).
• AOS.Append(AOS.pk, Sig[M [1..n]], Mn+1 ) (the append algorithm):
Parse Sig as (pk1 , sig 1 , . . . , pkn , sig n , skn ). If n = 0, then Sig[ε] consists of a single
secret key sk0 . Run SGN.G(1k ) to generate a pair (skn+1 , pkn+1 ). Compute sig n+1 ←
SGN.Sskn (Mn+1 , pkn+1 ). Return (pk1 , sig 1 , . . . , pkn , sig n , pkn+1 , sig n+1 , skn+1 ).
• AOS.Vfy(AOS.pk, M [1..n], Sig) (the verification algorithm):
Parse Sig as (pk1 , sig 1 , . . . , pkn , sig n , skn ). If n = 0, then Sig = (sk0 ). Set pk0 to be the
master public key AOS.pk. For i = 1..n−1 verify that SGN.V(pki−1 , sig i , (Mi , pki )) = true.
If any of the verifications fail, return false. If all the verifications succeed, verify that
(skn , pkn ) is a valid secret key/public key pair: pick any message M ∈ SGN.MSpace and
$
compute sig ← SGN.S(skn , M ). Return true if SGN.V(pkn , sig, M ) = true and false
otherwise.
The length of a signature of AOS1 grows linearly with the number of symbols in a message.
The efficiency of AOS1 is summarized in Table 1. We prove aos-uf-cma security of AOS1
provided that the original public-key signature scheme SGN is sig-uf-cma secure (as defined in
Appendix A).
Theorem 3.1 The AOS scheme AOS1 is aos-uf-cma secure assuming that the public-key signature scheme SGN is sig-uf-cma secure.
The full proof of Theorem 3.1 is in Appendix B. Here we sketch the main ideas of why this
construction works. Intuitively, in order to break the aos-uf-cma security of AOS1, an adversary
has two choices between which we must distinguish. First, she could try to forge a signature on
a prefix of a message she already knows the signature of. Since a valid AOS1 signature of this
prefix (say, of length n0 ) has to contain the secret key sk n0 in cleartext, this would imply a full
break of the security of the signature scheme. Second, the adversary could try to forge an AOS
signature on a message that is different from all those with known signatures. To do so, the
adversary could use existing public/secret key pairs, meaning she has to produce (for some i)
a new signature on a tuple (Mi , pk i ) under an unknown secret key and a different message Mi .
Otherwise, the adversary breaks the certificate chain. That is, at some position i, the adversary
creates a fresh secret-public key pair (sk i , pk i ) and uses sk i to create sigi . However, sigi−1 is a
signature on the public key pk i and the symbol Mi−1 under the secret key sk i−1 . In order to use
a new secret key sk i to create sigi , the adversary has to forge a signature under the unknown
secret key sk i−1 . This clearly contradicts the uf-cma security of the signature scheme.
6

Metric
Signature length
Setup time
Append time
Verify time

Certificate-based AOS
n SGN signatures, n SGN public keys, 1 SGN secret key
1 × SGN.G(·)
1 × SGN.G(·), 1 × SGN.S(·)
(n + 1) × SGN.V(·), 1 × SGN.S(·)

Table 1: Efficiency of certificate-based AOS. Data is given for messages of length n.

3.2

Shorter Signatures via Aggregation

An aggregate signature scheme, ASGN = (ASGN.G, ASGN.S, ASGN.AGG, ASGN.V), allows the
aggregation of n signatures on n distinct messages from n distinct users into a single signature.
Its verification algorithm, ASGN.V(n, ·), takes an aggregated signature, n messages, and n public
keys and verifies that the n users signed the n messages. A sequential signature aggregation
algorithm assumes to receive the signatures sequentially: given an aggregated signature of n −
1 messages and a signature on an nth message, it outputs an aggregated signature for all n
messages.
When using the certificate-based construction of AOS from Section 3.1, we can use sequential
signature aggregation to shrink the size of the signature (without significantly decreasing security
or efficiency). To be more precise, the length of an AOS signature of a message of length n can
be condensed to one signature of ASGN , n public keys of ASGN , and one secret key of ASGN .
We summarize the efficiency of this approach in Table 2. We note that there are two known
signature aggregation techniques. The first scheme, given in [BGLS03], is based on bilinear
maps. The second scheme (only supporting sequential aggregation) is from [MOR01] and can
be based on homomorphic trapdoor permutations (such as RSA). We note that both aggregation
schemes are in the random oracle model.
Metric
Signature length
Setup time
Append time
Verify time

Certificate-based AOS with aggregation
1 ASGN signature, n ASGN public keys, 1 ASGN secret keys
1 × ASGN.G(·)
1 × ASGN.G(·), 1 × ASGN.S(·), 1 × ASGN.AGG(·)
1 × ASGN.V(n, ·), 1 × ASGN.V(1, ·), 1 × ASGN.S(·)

Table 2: Efficiency of AOS with signature aggregation. Data is given for messages of length n.

3.3

Compact Signatures via the Boneh-Goh-Boyen HIBE

Even if we apply the techniques of signature aggregation to our certificate-based AOS scheme,
the signature length remains linear in n. Based on a recent HIBE construction from Boneh, Goh,
and Boyen [BBG05] we construct an AOS scheme AOS 2 whose signatures are of size square
root of the maximum message length. The scheme is in fact a hybrid between the two schemes
from [BBG05, BB04] exploiting a common algebraic structure. It is based on bilinear groups.
The scheme is described in Appendix D and its efficiency is given in Table 3.
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HIBE-based AOS 2
√
≤ 2 d + 1 elements
√ ∈ G1
1 ×√e(·, ·), 1 exp, 2 d + 1 rand number gen ∈ G1
≤√ d + 3 exp/mult √
( d + 1) × e(·, ·), d + d exp/mult

Metric
Signature length
Setup time
Append time
Verify time

Table 3: Efficiency of AOS 2 . d represents the maximum message length. e(·, ·) is a pairing
operation on elements of the group G1 as used by the HIBE scheme.
ε

h0i
h0, 0i
[0, 0]

h0, 1i
h1, 0i
[0, 1]
[1, 0]

[0]

ε

h1i
h0, 1i

h1, 1i
[1, 1]

[0, 0]

[1]

[1]

ε̃

ε̃

Figure 1: Structure of the hash-tree construction for d = 2. The diagram on the left depicts the
hash tree. The diagram on the right highlights the node u = h0, 1i (shown in black) and the set
of its complements, Comp(u) (shown in gray).

3.4

AOS via Hash Trees

If the number of symbols in the alphabet AOS.MSpace is small, AOS can be efficiently implemented using hash trees [Mer88]. This approach suffers from dramatic complexity blowup as
the size of the message space increases, but uses only secret-key primitives and provides good
security guarantees. We believe that this construction is useful in computationally constrained
applications.
Next we construct an AOS scheme AOS3 with fixed message space AOS.MSpace = {0, 1};
the messages of AOS3 are limited to length at most d. The construction uses a pseudorandom
generator and a collision-resistant hash function (for a formal definition of the two primitives
we refer the reader to the textbook of Goldreich [Gol01]). Let G : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}2k be a
pseudorandom generator. Denote Gi : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k to be the i-th k -bit component of G for
i ∈ {0, 1}. Let H : {0, 1}2k → {0, 1}k be a collision-resistant hash function.
Consider the left graph T depicted in Figure 1. T consists of the upper tree U T and lower
tree LT . The top node ε is called the source and the bottom node ε̃ is called the destination.
Let hv1 , . . . , vj i denote the node at level j below ε (in the upper tree) such that each vi ∈ {0, 1}
is an index of a node taken at the i-th level on the path from ε to hv1 , . . . , vj i. A mirror image
of this node in the lower tree is denoted as [v1 , . . . , vj ].
Let u = hv1 , . . . , vj i be any node in the upper tree of the graph. We define the complement
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of u, denoted Comp(u), to be the minimal set of nodes in LT − {ε̃} such that every path from
ε to ε̃ passes through exactly one node from {u} ∪ Comp(u). An example of a complement
set is given in Figure 1 (the right graph). Let ¬ denote the not operator. Then Comp(u) =
{[v1 , . . . , vi−1 , ¬vi ] | i = 1, . . . , j}.
In AOS3, we associate every node of the graph T with a secret key. Keys are assigned in a
top-down manner, starting with a random key for the root ε of U T . Furthermore, for nodes in
U T everybody can compute key(hv1 , . . . , vj , 0i) and key(hv1 , . . . , vj , 1i) from key(hv1 , . . . , vj , 0i)
(using the pseudo random generators G0 (·), G1 (·)) and for nodes in LT everybody can compute
key([v1 , . . . , vj ]) from key([v1 , . . . , vj , 0]) and key([v1 , . . . , vj , 1]) (using the hash function H(·, ·)).
The nodes between LT and U T are “connected” through the pseudorandom generator G 0 (·).
The secret key is key(ε), the public key is key(ε̃). The AOS of a node hv1 , . . . , vn i (representing
the message M [1..n] = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) ∈ {0, 1}n , n ≤ d) is given by the set of keys {key(x) | x ∈
{hv1 , . . . , vn i}∪Comp(hv1 , . . . , vn i)}. Verification of a given AOS is done by computing top-down
the corresponding keys in LT and checking if the last key matches the public key key(ε̃). The
algorithms constituting AOS3 are defined as follows:
• AOS.Setup(1k ):
$
Pick key(ε) ← {0, 1}k ; Sig[ε] ← key(ε).
Compute key(u) ∈ {0, 1}k for all nodes u ∈ T as follows:
For every node hv1 , . . . , vj i ∈ U T recursively compute
key(hv1 , . . . , vj i) = Gvj (key(hv1 , . . . , vj−1 i)).
For every node c = [v1 , . . . , vd ] at the d-th level of LT key(c) = G0 (hv1 , . . . , vj i).
For the remaining nodes in LT recursively compute
key([v1 , . . . , vj ]) = H(key([v1 , . . . , vj , 0]), key([v1 , . . . , vj , 1]));
The public key is key(ε̃) = H(key([0]), key([1])).
Return (key(ε), key(ε̃)).
• AOS.Append(Sig[M [1..n]], Mn+1 ): //denote hM1 , . . . , Mn i as u
Parse Sig as a set {key(x) | x ∈ {u} ∪ Comp(u)}.
Compute key(hM1 , . . . , Mn+1 i) = GMn+1 (key(hM1 , . . . , Mn i)).
Compute key([M1 , . . . , Mn , ¬Mn+1 ]) from key(hM1 , . . . , Mn i) by iterating G(·) and H(·, ·)
// Note that Comp(hM1 , . . . , Mn+1 i) = [M1 , . . . , Mn , ¬Mn+1 ] ∪ Comp(u).
Return {key(x) | x ∈ {hM1 , . . . , Mn+1 i} ∪ Comp(hM1 , . . . , Mn+1 i)}.
• AOS.Vfy(AOS.pk, M [1..n], Sig) :
Let u = hM1 , . . . , Mn i. Parse Sig as a set {key(x) | x ∈ {u} ∪ Comp(u)}.
By iterating G(·) and H(·, ·) compute key(·) for all the descendants of {u} ∪ Comp(u).
If key(ε̃) = AOS.pk return 1, otherwise return 0.
We give the efficiency of this scheme in Table 4. We prove aos-uf-cma security of the AOS3
scheme assuming the security of the underlying functions G(·) and H(·, ·):
Theorem 3.2 If G(·) is a secure pseudorandom generator, G0 (·), G1 (·), are secure one-way
functions and H(·, ·), G0 (·), and G1 (·) are all collision-resistant hash functions, then AOS3 is
aos-uf-cma secure.
The proof can be found in Appendix C.
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Metric
Signature length
Setup time
Append time
Verify time

Hash-tree based
(n + 1) k-bit blocks
(2d+1 − 1) × G(·), (2d − 1) × H(·, ·)
2d−n × G(·), (2d−n−1 − 1) × H(·, ·)
(2d−n+1 − 1) × G(·), (2d−n + n − 1) × H(·, ·)

Table 4: Efficiency of the hash-tree based scheme AOS3. d represents the maximum message
length, n represents the length of a given message, and k is the security parameter.

3.5

AOS via One-time Signatures

We observe that we can combine the ideas of certificate-based AOS (Section 3.1) and hash-tree
AOS (Section 3.4) to gain a more efficient append-only signature scheme when the message
space is small. Assume the message space AOS.MSpace consists of m elements. Then we can
use our certificate-based construction AOS1 instantiated with a m-time signature scheme. mtime signatures can be efficiently constructed using hash-trees (see [BM96], [HM02], [Mer88],
and [RR02] for the definition and efficient constructions of m-time signatures). In addition,
the security proof of AOS1 guarantees unforgeability if SGN is at least an |AOS.MSpace|-time
signature scheme. Note that in contrast to AOS3, the length of the AOS messages in this
construction is unbounded2 .

4

Relations between HIBS and AOS

In this section, we show that the concepts of AOS and Hierarchical Identity-based Signatures
(HIBS) are in fact equivalent. Before we present the poly-time reductions between the AOS and
HIBS, we first review related concepts and relationships.
In Identity-based Signature (IBS) schemes, the identity of a sender (for example, an email
address) is used as a public key for verification of the signature. This approach assumes the
existence of a trusted party (the certificate authority), which assigns secret keys to all users.
The certificate authority has a pair of keys: a master public key and a master secret key; the
master secret key is used to delegate keys to the users and the master public key is used for
signature verification. Anyone can verify signatures on messages signed by any user, knowing
only the master public key and the identity of that user.
Hierarchical Identity-based Signature (HIBS) schemes are a natural generalization of IBS to
the setting with a hierarchical organization of users. Assume that the users are structured in a
tree with a root being the certificate authority. Descendants of a user are the usernames that
contain this user’s name as a prefix; the canonical example involves domain names. In HIBS,
each individual user can play the role of a certificate authority and can delegate secret keys
to his descendants. As in IBS, a secret key allows a user to sign arbitrary messages such that
anyone is able to verify the signature knowing only the identity of the sender and the master
public key (announced by the certificate authority, who can be viewed as the root user). A
formal description of HIBS follows.
Hierarchical Identity-based Encryption (HIBE) assumes the same hierarchy of users as HIBS
and provides encryption/decryption mechanisms rather than signatures. In HIBE, anyone can
2
Similar ideas were used by Abdalla and Reyzin [AR00] who who suggested how to improve the efficiency of
binary certification method for constructing forward-secure signatures (see also Bellare and Miner [BM99]).
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encrypt data to any user in the hierarchy knowing only the user’s identity and the master public
key; the ciphertext can only be decrypted using the user’s secret key.
As noted by Naor (see Section 6 of [BF03]), any IBE scheme can readily be converted into
a public key signature scheme (by interpreting user identities of IBE as messages for a regular
signature scheme and defining the signature of a message to be the secret key associated with the
corresponding identity). Similarly, any HIBE scheme can be transformed into a HIBS scheme.
This was sketched by Gentry and Silverberg [GS02], giving the construction for a HIBS scheme.
We note that the converse (transforming HIBS into HIBE) is not known to be possible. Related
to these are Forward-secure Signature (FSS) schemes, which modify a secret key over time
(while the public key remains the same) such that exposure of the secret key at a certain time
period does not allow forgery of signatures from previous time periods. (See [BM99] for an exact
definition of FSS.) In [CHK03] it is proved that HIBE implies Forward-secure Encryption (FSE)
(which is defined as FSS with signing replaced by encryption). Using the same construction it
is easy to show that HIBS implies FSS (as explicitly noted in [CHYC04]). More precisely, a
HIBS scheme of depth d can be used to construct a forward-secure scheme providing security for
2d time steps (using a tree-based construction). The converse (transforming FSS into HIBS) is
not known to be possible. Thus, relating HIBE, HIBS, AOS, and FSS, we obtain the following
hierarchy:
HIBE ⇒ HIBS ⇔ AOS ⇒ FSS
In particular, given a secure HIBE scheme, we can construct a secure AOS scheme and given a
secure AOS scheme, it is easy to obtain a secure FSS scheme.

4.1

Definition of HIBS

We recall the syntax of Hierarchical Identity-based Signature (HIBS) schemes and the appropriate notions of unforgeability. Let HIBS.IDSpace be any set of identities (typically {0, 1} ∗ ). For an
integer n ≥ 0, a username at the level n in the tree (called hierarchical identity of depth n) is an
(ordered) n-tuple of identities written as I[1..n] = (I1 , I2 , . . . , In ) with each Ii ∈ HIBS.IDSpace.
The special case of n = 0 is the root identity, denoted as I[1..0] or ε. Further on, we will
refer to strings from HIBS.IDSpace as identities and to n-tuples of them as hierarchical identities. We use the symbol v to denote the prefix relation over the set of hierarchical identities:
for a given hierarchical identity I[1..n] = (I1 , I2 , . . . , In ), any hierarchical identity from the set
{I[1..i], 0 ≤ i ≤ n} is its prefix. Note that the root identity ε is a prefix of any other hierarchical
identity.
A HIBS scheme HIBS with respect to the message space HIBS.MSpace and the identity space
HIBS.IDSpace is made up of four algorithms: a setup algorithm HIBS.Setup, a key delegation
algorithm HIBS.KeyDel, a signature algorithm HIBS.Sign, and a verification algorithm HIBS.Vfy.
• HIBS.Setup (the setup algorithm) takes as input a security parameter and generates the
master public key HIBS.pk of the scheme and the secret key of the root identity HIBS.SK[ε]
(the master secret key).
• HIBS.KeyDel (the key delegation algorithm) takes as input a hierarchical identity I[1..n] =
(I1 , . . . , In ), its associated secret key HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], and an identity In+1 ∈ HIBS.IDSpace
of its child. It returns a secret key HIBS.SK[I[1..n+1]] associated with the new hierarchical
identity I[1..n + 1] = (I1 , . . . , In , In+1 ).
• HIBS.Sign (the signing algorithm) takes a hierarchical identity I[1..n], the associated secret
key HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], and a message M ∈ HIBS.MSpace. It computes a signature on this
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message M with respect to this identity.
• HIBS.Vfy (the verification algorithm) takes the master public key HIBS.pk, a hierarchical
identity I[1..n], a message M , and a signature sig. It outputs true or false depending
on whether sig is a valid signature of M signed by hierarchical identity I[1..n].
All these algorithms can be randomized. All of them must be polynomial-time in the security
parameter. Moreover, it is required that for all pairs (HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[ε]) of master public and
secret keys output by HIBS.Setup, and for all messages M ∈ HIBS.MSpace, hierarchical identities
I[1..n] and associated secret keys HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] (recursively generated from the secret key
HIBS.SK[ε] using the HIBS.KeyDel algorithm),
HIBS.Vfy(HIBS.pk, I[1..n], HIBS.Sign(HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], I[1..n]), M ), M ) = true.
Unforgeability of the HIBS scheme HIBS under chosen-plaintext attacks is formally defined as
follows:
Definition 4.1 [HIBS-UF-CMA] Let HIBS = (HIBS.Setup, HIBS.KeyDel, HIBS.Sign, HIBS.Vfy)
be a hierarchical identity-based signature scheme, let k be the security parameter, and let A be
an adversary. We consider the experiment:
Experiment Exphibs-uf-cma
(k )
HIBS ,A
IDSet ← ∅ ; (HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[ε]) ← HIBS.Setup(1k )
(I[1..n], M , sig) ← ACorrupt(·),Sign(·,·) (HIBS.pk)
if HIBS.Vfy(I[1..n], M , sig) = true
and ∀ J[1..j] v I[1..n] : J[1..j] 6∈ IDSet
and (I[1..n], M ) 6∈ MSGSet
then return 1 else return 0

Oracle Corrupt(I[1..n])
IDSet ← IDSet ∪ {I[1..n]}
return Extract(I[1..n])
Oracle Sign(I[1..n], M )
MSGSet ← MSGSet ∪ {(I[1..n], M )}
HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] ← Extract(I[1..n])
return HIBS.Sign(HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], I[1..n], M )

Oracle Extract(I[1..i]) // defined recursively
if i = 0 return HIBS.SK[ε]
else if HIBS.SK[I[1..i]] = defined
then return HIBS.SK[I[1..i]]
else HIBS.SK[I[1..i]] ← HIBS.KeyDel(HIBS.pk, I[1..i − 1], Extract(I[1..i − 1]), I i )
return HIBS.SK[I[1..i]]

The hibs-uf-cma-advantage of an adversary A in breaking the security of the scheme HIBS is
defined as
hibs-uf -cma
hibs-uf -cma
AdvHIBS
(k ) = Pr[ ExpHIBS
(k ) = 1 ] ,
,A
,A
and HIBS is said to be existentially unforgeable under chosen message attacks (hibs-uf-cmasecure) if the above advantage is a negligible function in k for all polynomial-time adversaries
A. Note that the adversary is given access to the two oracles Corrupt(·) and Sign(·, ·), not to
the oracle Extract(·). The latter one is only used internally by the experiment.

4.2

Constructing AOS from HIBS

The idea of the reduction is as follows. We set AOS.MSpace = HIBS.IDSpace and associate an
AOS message (M1 , . . . , Mn ) of length n with the hierarchical identity I[1..n] = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) of
depth n. We then define the signature of this message as the secret key HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] of the
hierarchical identity I[1..n].
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Given the above analogy between signatures of messages and secret keys of hierarchical
identities, we construct an AOS scheme given a HIBS scheme as follows. Appending to a given
signature in AOS is done using key delegation in HIBS . The verification of an AOS signature
HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] is done by signing a random message M ∈ HIBS.MSpace under the secret key
HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] and verifying that the resulting signature is valid.
Construction 4.2 Given a HIBS scheme HIBS = (HIBS.Setup, HIBS.KeyDel, HIBS.Sign, HIBS.Vfy),
we construct an AOS scheme AOS = (AOS.Setup, AOS.Append, AOS.Vfy) as follows:
• AOS.Setup: Run the HIBS.Setup algorithm to generate a pair (HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[ε]) and
output (HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[ε]) as the key pair for AOS . HIBS.SK[ε] is the signature of an
empty message ε.
• AOS.Append: Given the public key AOS.pk, signature Sig[M [1..n]] of the message M [1..n],
and the message Mn to append, the AOS signature on Sig[M [1..n + 1]] is returned as
Sig[M [1..n + 1]] ← HIBS.KeyDel(HIBS.pk, Sig[M [1..n]], Mn+1 ).
• AOS.Vfy: Given a public key AOS.pk, a message M [1..n], and a signature Sig[I[1..n]], the
verification algorithm first signs a random message M ∈ HIBS.MSpace under hierarchical
identity M [1..n] using Sig[I[1..n]] as a secret key of M [1..n] in HIBS :
sig ← HIBS.Sign(I[1..n], Sig[I[1..n]], M ).
Then it outputs the result of the HIBS verification HIBS.Vfy(HIBS.pk, I[1..n], M , sig).
Theorem 4.3 If the HIBS scheme HIBS = (HIBS.Setup, HIBS.KeyDel, HIBS.Sign, HIBS.Vfy) is
hibs-uf-cma secure, then the AOS scheme from Construction 4.2 is aos-uf-cma secure.
We omit the proof of Theorem 4.3.

4.3

Constructing HIBS from AOS

A naive approach to building a HIBS scheme HIBS from an AOS scheme AOS is to first append
all the identities and then to append a message to be signed. That is, both the identity space
HIBS.IDSpace and the message space HIBS.MSpace of HIBS are subsets of the message space
AOS.MSpace of the AOS scheme. The secret key of a hierarchical identity I[1..n] in this HIBS
scheme is exactly the AOS signature of I[1..n] viewed as the AOS message. Delegation in HIBS
is equivalent to appending in AOS. Signing a message M with respect to a hierarchical identity
I[1..n] is defined by appending M to the AOS signature of I[1..n].
This naive construction is secure only if HIBS.IDSpace and HIBS.MSpace are disjoint subsets
of AOS.MSpace. If there is some identity J which itself is a valid message, the security of the
HIBS scheme can be broken even if its corresponding AOS is secure. An adversary could query
the HIBS signing oracle with a message J and some hierarchical identity I[1..n]. The resulting
signature equals the secret key for the hierarchical identity (I1 , . . . , In , J), which violates the
security of the HIBS scheme.
Our idea to overcome this problem is to insert a unique identifier between identities and
messages. Let AOS = (AOS.Setup, AOS.Append, AOS.Vfy) be a secure AOS scheme with message
space AOS.MSpace. Let HIBS.IDSpace and HIBS.MSpace be arbitrary subsets of AOS.MSpace
such that there is some symbol ∆ from the AOS message space which is not a valid identity
for the HIBS scheme (∆ can still be in the HIBS message space). Then we can construct
a secure HIBS scheme HIBS = (HIBS.Setup, HIBS.KeyDel, HIBS.Sign, HIBS.Vfy) with identity
space HIBS.IDSpace and message space HIBS.MSpace as follows:
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Construction 4.4 HIBS = (HIBS.Setup, HIBS.KeyDel, HIBS.Sign, HIBS.Vfy):
• HIBS.Setup(1k ): Run the AOS.Setup(1k ) algorithm to generate a pair (AOS.pk, Sig[ε]) and
output it as the master public/private key pair for HIBS .
• HIBS.KeyDel(HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], In+1 ): Given the master public key, the secret key
of hierarchical identity I[1..n], and a new identity In+1 , the delegation algorithm interprets
HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] as an AOS signature of I[1..n]. It appends to the signature a message
In+1 and outputs the resulting signature as the secret key of I[1..n + 1]:
HIBS.SK[I[1..n + 1]] ← AOS.Append(HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], In ).
• HIBS.Sign(HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[In ], M ): Given a master public key, a secret key of the hierarchical identity I[1..n], and a message M , the sign algorithm for HIBS interprets
HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] as an AOS signature of I[1..n]. It appends a symbol ∆ to HIBS.SK[I[1..n]]
and then appends a message M to the resulting AOS signature to get the final signature
sig:
sig ← AOS.Append(HIBS.pk, AOS.Append(HIBS.pk, HIBS.SK[I[1..n]], ∆), M ).
• HIBS.Vfy(HIBS.pk, I[1..n], M , sig): Given a master public key, a hierarchical identity
I[1..n], a signature sig, and a message M , the verification algorithm for HIBS returns the
output of
AOS.Vfy(HIBS.pk, (I1 , . . . , In , ∆, M ), sig).
Theorem 4.5 If the AOS scheme AOS = (AOS.Setup, AOS.Append, AOS.Vfy) is aos-uf-cma
secure, then the HIBS scheme HIBS from Construction 4.4 is hibs-uf-cma secure.
Proof: Given an adversary A attacking the hibs-uf-cma security of the HIBS scheme with success probability Advhibs-uf-cma
(k ), we can construct an adversary B that attacks the aos-uf-cma
HIBS ,A
security of AOS with success probability
aos-uf -cma
AdvAOS
(k ) ≥ Advhibs-uf-cma
(k ).
,B
HIBS ,A

As in Definition 2.1, adversary B gets input a public key AOS.pk for the AOS scheme. B runs
the HIBS-UF-CMA experiment against HIBS as well as an instance of adversary A. B gives as
input to A the master public key HIBS.pk = AOS.pk. Adversary B answers the oracle queries of
adversary A using the oracle AOSSign(·) for AOS as follows:
Corrupt(I[1..n]):
$
HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] ← AOSSign(I[1..n])
return HIBS.SK[I[1..n]] to A.
Sign(I[1..n], M ):
$
sig0 ← AOSSign(I[1..n])
$
sig1 ← AOS.Append(AOS.pk, sig0, ∆)
$
sig2 ← AOS.Append(AOS.pk, sig1, M )
return sig2 to A.
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Eventually, adversary A halts and outputs the triple (I ∗ [1..n], M ∗ , sig∗ ), which consists of a
target hierarchical identity I ∗ [1..n], a message M ∗ , and a forged signature sig∗ . Adversary B
then outputs sig∗ as the forgery of message M ∗ [1..n + 2] = (I1∗ , . . . , In∗ , ∆, M ∗ ). This completes
the description of the simulation.
It is easy to see that B perfectly simulates the two oracles Corrupt(·) and Sign(·, ·); that is,
B’s responses on A’s queries are distributed exactly as in the true HIBS-UF-CMA experiment.

Note that if sig∗ is a valid signature of M ∗ with respect to the hierarchical identity I ∗ [1..n],
then sig∗ is also a valid AOS signature on the message M ∗ [1..n + 2].
The fact that ∆ 6∈ HIBS.IDSpace ensures that the message M ∗ [1..n + 2] was never queried by B
to the oracle AOSSign(·) when simulating the oracle Corrupt(·). Furthermore, if A’s forgery
is valid, no prefix of the hierarchical identity I ∗ [1..n] can be queried to the oracle Corrupt(·)
by A and hence no prefix of M ∗ [1..n + 2] was queried to the oracle AOSSign(·) by B. Also, A
is not allowed to call oracle Sign(·) for the tuple (I ∗ [1..n], M ∗ ). This ensures that no prefix of
M ∗ [1..n + 2] was ever queried to oracle AOSSign(·) when simulating oracle Sign(·, ·). Thus,
whenever A outputs a valid forgery, B wins AOS-UF-CMA game against AOS .
The above reduction uses the existence of a symbol ∆ such that ∆ ∈ AOS.MSpace but
∆ 6∈ HIBS.IDSpace. For the case that HIBS.IDSpace = AOS.MSpace, there is an alternative way
of constructing a HIBS from an AOS scheme. We sketch the construction for the interesting
binary case—that is, for HIBS.IDSpace = AOS.MSpace = HIBS.MSpace = {0, 1}.
The HIBS secret key of the hierarchical identity I[1..n] is then defined to be the AOS signature of (I1 , 0, I2 , 0, . . . , In , 0). The HIBS signature of M under the hierarchical identity I[1..n] is
defined as the AOS signature of (I1 , 0, . . . , In , 0, M, 1). The security proof of the resulting HIBS
scheme is a natural modification of the proof of Theorem 4.5.

4.4

Discussion

Given the equivalence between the AOS and HIBS schemes, one can easily transform all our
constructions in Section 3 into provably secure HIBS schemes. Note that since the reductions
are tight, an efficient AOS implies an efficient HIBS and vice-versa. The advantages of this
indirect approach to designing HIBS are twofold. First, AOS is a much simpler primitive than
HIBS; security proofs for AOS schemes are easier to carry out than those for HIBS. Second,
some of the tricks used in efficient AOS schemes (for example, the hash-tree based construction)
could yield more efficient HIBS constructions.
The certificate-based AOS scheme (Section 3.1) thus naturally transforms a public-key signature scheme into a HIBS scheme. The certificate-based approach to constructing HIBS schemes
was mentioned in [GS02] although this fact appears not to be widely known [CHYC04] and we
were not able to find any further studies of certificate-based HIBS in the literature. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to prove security for this scheme. In contrast to identitybased encryption (which is believed to be hard to implement without use of bilinear maps) such
HIBS schemes do not utilize pairings, thereby yielding efficient implementations. Moreover, the
security proofs are done without using the Random Oracle model.
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5

Applications

In this section, we describe two practical scenarios in which append-only signatures are directly
applicable.

5.1

Wide-area Routing Protocol Security

An important application of AOS is in the construction of secure routing protocols for the
Internet. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is the primary routing protocol used
today in the Internet, has some well-known security weaknesses which require cryptographic
solutions. While there have been many proposals for securing BGP in the past [KLS00, HPS04,
SRS+ 04, WKvO05], each must develop its own cryptographic constructions due to the lack
of any primitive designed specifically for this application. In the discussion below, we briefly
describe Internet routing and explain how our primitive is useful for ensuring one of the most
important security requirements in BGP, namely path authenticity. Indeed, providing a sufficient
cryptographic primitive for this problem led us to design AOS.
We begin with BGP, the Internet’s primary routing protocol, which is tasked with advertising
paths from one network to all other networks. Each network, named by an Autonomous System
(AS) number, uses BGP to advertise the sets of IP addresses it is responsible for to its neighbor
ASes. Each AS, upon receiving such advertisements, appends itself to the list of ASes on the
forwarding path and repropagates the advertisement if it adheres to some local policies. When
an AS receives two path advertisements for the same IP address space, it must make a decision
as to which it wishes to use for its purposes and also to propagate to neighbors. Finally, once
the set of routes have converged, these routes are used for packet forwarding; for each packet,
the router looks up the destination IP address and forwards it to the neighbor AS as given by
the BGP path advertisement.
Unfortunately, this path advertisement process also allows for any intermediate AS to hijack
the process by changing advertisements arbitrarily. For example, if an AS truncates the AS path
in an advertisement, then its neighbors will receive an advertisement shorter than the true path
(typically causing them to prefer it). In the worst case, an AS can use this attack to convince
its neighbors to forward all their traffic to it, which it could then modify or drop at will. (There
are several other classes of attacks against BGP, but path modification and truncation are the
most significant.)
Append-only Signatures can easily be applied to solve this problem as follows. Suppose that
an AS R0 wishes to announce routes for some IP prefix using the above path advertisement
process. It first generates an AOS public-private key pair, distributes the public key AOS.pk
throughout the network (this can be done with the help of a trusted authority that certifies
public keys of ASes as in [KLS00, HPS04, WKvO05]) and to every neighboring AS Ri1 , sends
the usual BGP information relating to the single-node path (R0 ) along with the AOS signature
AOS.Append(AOS.pk, Sig[ε], Ri1 ). In order to continue the advertisement process, Ri1 sends to
each of its own neighbors Ri2 a BGP announcement containing the path (R0 , Ri1 ) and the
AOS signature AOS.Append(AOS.pk, Sig[Ri1 ], Ri2 ). In other words, R0 appends the label of its
neighbor Ri1 into the AOS signature chain and Ri1 further appends the label of Ri2 into it3 . The
3

This may seem a bit unintuitive because each AS appends the “succeeding” AS’s identity, rather than its
own, into the AOS signature. However, this is important to ensure security of the protocol; otherwise, a malicious
AS can make a path arbitrarily long by appending random ASes into the path before it finally appends itself.
The only mischief it can perform in the above protocol is to create an arbitrary loop starting and ending at itself;
this can be easily detected by any downstream AS.
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advertisement process continues in this manner until all ASes in the network receive information
about a path to R0 . Each recipient can verify the validity of the announced path by verifying
the corresponding AOS signature using the public key AOS.pk. If the AOS scheme is secure
according to our definition (defn. 2.1), then all that a malicious AS can do is append the label
of one of its neighbors into the AOS signature chain (since each neighbor R i can check that the
AS it receives an advertisement from was the last to be appended before R i 4 ).
In practice, the number of path advertisements received by any AS to a given source AS R 0
is extremely small: as observed in real routing data [HPS04], the odds that an AS receives more
than 15 path advertisements coming from the same source are about 1 in a 1000. This allows
the use of efficient m-time signature schemes (as in Section 3.5), with m equal to 15, in order
to implement the AOS scheme in the above protocol and obtain a reasonable level of security.

5.2

Secure Delegation of Resources

Fu et al. describe the SHARP system for distributed resource management, in which users wish
to share their resources with each other in a fully decentralized system [FCC+ 03]. Central to
this system is the notion of a claim—users are issued claims on resources which they present
upon resource use. These claims are signed such that they can be verified to be valid by third
parties. Furthermore, users can delegate their claims to others, restricting them in the process.
In this setting, the resource owner wishes to place some restrictions on how her resources are
delegated. Their setting allows for a direct application of AOS. Quite simply, each resource
provider, when initially issuing a resource claim, appends to an AOS the amount of resources to
be given. Upon delegation, subsequent parties simply append to the signature what fraction of
the existing claim is to be delegated. Upon claiming resources, the holder of the sub-delegated
claim cannot use more than the fraction of the original resources indicated by the AOS signature.

6

Final Remarks and Open Problems

6.1

Finalization of AOS signature

An interesting feature of append-only signature schemes which might be needed by some applications is the ability to “finalize” the signature, that is, to modify the signature of a message in
the way which prohibits any further appending. The general solution to this problem is to use a
special symbol Θ (from the message space) to denote the end of the message. When one wants
to finalize the signature of some message, he should append Θ to the signature. Messages that
contain symbol Θ in the middle of the message (not as the last symbol) are therefore considered
to be invalid.

6.2

Restricted AOS

In AOS, anyone can append and verify signatures. In certain scenarios, however, one may want
to restrict the ability to append messages to a limited group of users. Still, anyone should be
able to verify the signatures. We call this extension of AOS Restricted Append-Only Signatures
(RAOS).
4

The security of this solution relies on the assumption that AS-to-AS links are authenticated in some standard
manner, for example using Message Authentication Codes (MACs) or existing infrastructure like IPSec, as done
in [HPS04, WKvO05]. Also, the AOS-based approach is not resilient to collusions between multiple malicious
ASes, as is the case with all proposals for securing BGP that we are aware of.
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Let U be a group of users allowed to perform the append operation. We assume that all
members of the group U are given some key K of an (symmetric) encryption scheme EN C =
(ENC, DEC).
We modify a given AOS scheme to get a RAOS scheme as follows: Define the RAOS signature
of a message M [1..n] = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) as the tuple
Sig0 = (ENCK (Sig(M [1..n])), Sig(M1 , . . . , Mn , Θ)),
where Θ is the finalization symbol from the last paragraph. In order to append the message
Mn+1 to a given RAOS signature on M [1..n], a member of the group U decrypts the first
part of the RAOS signature with her key K to obtain Sig(M [1..n]). She then appends M n+1
using the original AOS.Append algorithm. Finally, she outputs the new RAOS signature tuple by
encrypting Sig(M [1..n+1]) and appending Θ to Sig(M [1..n+1]). Note that without knowledge
of the key K , the AOS signature Sig(M [1..n]) remains secret and hence appending cannot be
performed. Public verification is done by verifying if the second part of the RAOS signature is
a valid AOS signature on the message (M1 , . . . , Mn , Θ).

6.3

Shorter AOS signatures

Given that wide-area routing protocols propagate a large number of messages, compact signatures are desirable. Thus we raise an open problem of whether it is possible to build an AOS
scheme with constant signature length (in both message length and maximal message length).
This problem is equivalent to building a HIBS scheme where secret keys of the users have constant length (in the depth of the given user in the hierarchy and in the maximal depth of the
hierarchy).
So far the best we can get is the construction from Section 3.3 which provides an AOS
√
scheme that can sign messages of length up to n symbols with signatures of length O( n). This
construction translates to a HIBS scheme with n-level deep hierarchy, where the secret key of
√
each user has length O( n).
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A

Public Key Signature Schemes

A public key signature scheme SGN = (SGN.G, SGN.S, SGN.V) is a collection of three algorithms:
a key generation algorithm SGN.G, a signing algorithm SGN.S, and a verification algorithm
SGN.V. These algorithms must be polynomial time in the security parameter and should have
the following input/output specification:
• SGN.G takes as input the security parameter 1k and outputs a secret key/public key pair
(sk , pk ). The public key also includes some system parameters like the description of the
message space SGN.MSpace.
• SGN.S takes as input a message M ∈ SGN.MSpace and produces a string sig which is
called a signature of a message M .
• SGN.V takes as input a public key pk , a message M and a signature sig and returns either
true or false.
The verification algorithm must accept all signatures produced by the signing algorithm, namely
the following should hold for every (sk , pk ) produced by SGN.G(k ), every message M ∈ SGN.MSpace
and every choice of random coins:
SGN.Vpk (M, SGN.Ssk (M )) = true.
Next we define unforgeability under chosen message attacks (sig-uf-cma) for a signature scheme.
Definition A.1 [SIG-UF-CMA] Let SGN be a signature scheme, let k be a security parameter,
and let A be an adversary. We consider the following experiment:
Experiment Expsig-uf-cma
(1k )
SGN ,A
MSGSet ← ∅;
$
(sk , pk ) ← SGN.G(1k )
$
(M, sig) ← ASign(·) (pk )
if SGN.V(M, sig) = true
and M not in MSGSet, return 1
else return 0

Oracle Sign(M )
$
sig ← SGN.Ssk (M )
MSGSet ← MSGSet ∪ {M }
return sig

The sig-uf-cma advantage of an adversary A in breaking security of the scheme SGN is defined
as
Advsig-uf-cma
(k ) = Pr[ Expsig-uf-cma
(k ) = 1 ].
SGN ,A
SGN ,A
Signature scheme SGN is said to be unforgeable under chosen message attacks (sig-uf-cma) if
the above advantage is negligible function in k for all polynomial-time adversaries A.
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B

Proof of Theorem 3.1

We show that for any adversary A against AOS1, there exists an adversary B against SGN
running in about the same time as A such that
sig-uf-cma
Advaos-uf-cma
(k ).
AOS1,A (k ) ≤ s · AdvSGN ,B

The reduction factor s is the upper bound on the number of messages M for which Sig[M ] is
defined by the Extract(·) oracle in the experiment Expforge-cma
AOS1,A (k ). This bound should be
known by B before she runs the simulation of A and the bound should hold for any choice of
the public key, for any random coins of A and for any oracle responses. The number s could be
also upper bounded by qe · d, where qe is the maximal number of AOSSign(·) queries made by
A and d is the maximal length of the queries.
Now we proceed to the construction of adversary B who attacks the unforgeability of the
public key signature scheme SGN . In the sig-uf-cma experiment the challenger runs a key
generation algorithm SGN.G(1k ) to get a pair of keys (sk , pk ) and gives pk as input to B as well
as an access to the SGN.Ssk (·) oracle.
During its execution B will construct a set T that at each moment of time will contain
all the messages M for which Sig[M ] is already defined by Extract(·). This set plays the
same role as in the original aos-uf-cma experiment. The only difference is that now, for each
message M [1..n] ∈ T , we will keep not only a signature Sig[M [1..n]] but also a pair of elements
(sk M [1..n] , pk M [1..n] ). The latter will correspond to the secret key/public key pair for SGN
generated by Extract(·) oracle when computing the signature for M [1..n]. The pseudocode
for the adversary B is given below:
Adversary B(1k , pk ):
$
Pick guess ← [1, . . . , s]; ctr ← 1; T ← ∅
if guess = 1 then pk ² ← pk ; sk ² ← false
$
else (sk ² , pk ² ) ← SGN.G(1k )
Set AOS.pk ← pk ² and define Sig[²] ← {sk ² }
Add ² to T
Run A(1k , AOS.pk) and answer its AOSSign(·) queries as follows:
AOSSign(M [1..n]) :
$
Sig ← Extract(M [1..n]); parse Sig as {pk M [1] , sig 1 , . . . , pk M [1..n] , sig n , sk M [1..n] }
if sk M [1..n] 6= false then return Sig to A else halt B ; return Failure.
Extract(M [1..n]) : // defined recursively
if M [1..n] ∈ T then return Sig[M [1..n]]
$
else Sig ← Extract(M [1..n − 1]); parse Sig as {pk M [1] , sig 1 , . . . , pk M [n−1] , sig n−1 , sk M [n−1] }
ctr ← ctr + 1
if guess = ctr then M + [1..n+ ] ← M [1..n]; set (sk M + [1..n+ ] , pk M + [1..n+ ] ) ← (false, pk )
$

else (sk M [1..n] , pk M [1..n] ) ← SGN.G(1k )
$

if sk M [1..n−1] 6= false then sig n ← SGN.Ssk M [1..n−1] (mn , pk M [1..n] )
else get sig n by querying (mn , pk ) to the SGN.Ssk (·) oracle.
Define Sig[M [1..n]] = {pk M [1] , sig 1 , . . . , pk M [1..n] , sig n , sk M [1..n] }
Add M [1..n] to T
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return Sig[M [1..n]].
Eventually A halts and outputs (M ∗ [1..n], Sig∗ ), where Sig∗ = {pk ∗1 , sig ∗1 , . . . , pk ∗n , sig ∗n , sk ∗n }.
Find the maximal index n∗ ∈ [0 . . . n] such that
M ∗ [1..n∗ ] ∈ T and s.t. pk ∗i = pk M ∗ [1..i] for all i = 1 . . . n∗ .
if M ∗ [1..n∗ ] 6= M + [1..n+ ] then return Failure
else if n∗ = n then pick a pair (m0 , pk 0 ) which was not queried to SGN.Ssk (·) ;
$
compute sig 0 ← SGN.Ssk ∗n (m0 , pk 0 ) ; output {(m0 , pk 0 ), sig 0 }
if n∗ < n then output {(m∗n∗ +1 , pk ∗n∗ +1 ), sig ∗n∗ +1 }.
At a high level, the adversary B works as follows. Before running A, it randomly selects an
$
integer guess ← [1..s] which corresponds to an index of some message that will be queried to
the Extract(·) oracle. Note that all messages are selected by A, so B does not know in advance
the actual message M + [1..n+ ]. (It is defined only at the time when guess-th new message is
queried to Extract(·).) Next, B runs A and simulates the AOSSign(·) oracle. B follows the
protocol of the original oracle to compute signatures of all the messages that do not contain the
guessed one as a prefix. For the guessed message M + [1..n+ ], the adversary B sets pk M + [1..n+ ] to
be equal to the input public key pk and sk M + [1..n+ ] ← false. Therefore, if A queries the guessed
message to the AOSSign oracle, B declares Failure since she does not know the secret key sk
which corresponds to pk . However, B still can correctly answer all the AOSSign queries that
contain M + [1..n+ ] as a prefix by using the SGN.Ssk (·) oracle that is given by the Expsig-uf-cma
experiment. Also, since Extract(·) is recursive, any message is added to T only after all its
prefixes are already in T .
Let A terminate and output a forgery of a message M ∗ [1..n]. B assumes that the forgery
is valid and that her guessed message M + [1..n+ ] is equal to the prefix M ∗ [1..n∗ ] of the forged
message. M ∗ [1..n∗ ] is the longest prefix of M ∗ [1..n] such that all the public keys pk ∗1 , . . . pk ∗n+
from the signature Sig∗ match the stored public keys pk M ∗ [1] , . . . pk M ∗ [1..n+ ] . In this case, B can
easily make a forgery for SGN : if n+ < n∗ then sign∗ + +1 is a forgery for SGN , otherwise (if
n+ = n∗ ) the secret key sk n∗ should match the unknown secret key sk .
Next we bound the advantage of B. There are several events in the experiment we must
consider.
FAIL : B does output Failure.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that if B does not fail then A always outputs a forgery
Sig∗ for some message M ∗ [1..n] and that no prefix of M ∗ [1..n] was queried to AOSSign(·) (if
this does not hold, A automatically loses). The second event is defined as
FORGE : the forgery of A is valid,
that is, AOS.Vfy(AOS.pk, Sig∗ , M ∗ [1..n]) = 1. This event is defined only if B does not fail.
Finally, we consider random variables M + [1..n+ ] and M ∗ [1..n∗ ]. The former random variable,
M + [1..n+ ], corresponds to a message, whose signature was defined at the time when B sets
guess = ctr. If no such query was made, we set M + [1..n+ ] ← ⊥. The latter random variable,
M ∗ [1..n∗ ], corresponds to the “good” prefix of the forgery M ∗ [1..n] returned by A. It is defined
only if B does not fail. We define GUESS to be the event that B guesses the message A outputs
a forgery on:
GUESS : M + [1..n+ ] = M ∗ [1..n∗ ].
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We observe that if B does not fail, A wins and the guess is correct; B then outputs a valid
forgery of the signature scheme SGN . Therefore
(k ) ≥ Pr[ ¬FAIL ∧ FORGE ∧ GUESS ].
Advsig-uf-cma
SGN ,B

(2)

The analysis is based on the following two claims. The first claim establishes that if B guessed
the right value for M + [1..n+ ] and B does not output failure then the simulation of A is perfect
and we have
Claim B.1 Advaos-uf-cma
AOS1,A (k ) = Pr [FORGE | ¬FAIL ∧ GUESS] .
The second claim shows that the probability of a correct guess is exactly 1/s:
Claim B.2 Pr [¬FAIL ∧ GUESS] = 1s .
We will settle the two claims later. Combining Claims B.1 and B.2 with Eqn. (2) we get
Advsig-uf-cma
(k ) ≥ Pr[ FORGE ∧ ¬FAIL ∧ GUESS ]
SGN ,B

= Pr [ FORGE | ¬FAIL ∧ GUESS ] · Pr[ ¬FAIL ∧ GUESS ]
1
· Advaos-uf-cma
=
AOS1,A (k ),
s

which completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of of Claim B.1: We will show that in an AOSSign(·) query M [1..n] made by A, B
declares Failure if M [1..n] = M + [1..n+ ] and otherwise returns a signature which is distributed
identically to the original aos-uf-cma experiment against AOS1. This implies
Pr [FORGE | ¬FAIL] = Advaos-uf-cma
AOS1,A (k ).

(3)

Since the output of A is independent from the choice of guess, then the above equality holds
also assuming M + [1..n+ ] = M ∗ [1..n∗ ]:
Pr[ FORGE | ¬FAIL ∧ GUESS ] = Advaos-uf-cma
AOS1,A (k ).
It is left to show (3): that if B does not return Failure then the input of A is identically
distributed to the original aos-uf-cma experiment.
First, from the construction of B we see that the claim is true for messages that do not contain the guessed message M + [1..n+ ] as a prefix. In this case, the Extract oracle uses the
AOS.Append algorithm of AOS1 to append the signatures and therefore all signatures are distributed identically to the ones constructed by the Extract oracle in the original aos-uf-cma
experiment.
In the case when A queries M [1..n] = M + [1..n+ ] to the AOSSign(·) oracle, the AOSSign(·) oracle calls Extract(M + [1..n+ ]) to get Sig[M + [1..n+ ]]. The signature Sig[M + [1..n+ ]] returned
by the Extract oracle to has a form {pk 1 , sig 1 , . . . , pk n+ , sig n+ , sk n+ }, where sk n+ = false
and B declares Failure on such a query.

We are left to show what happens when the AOSSign query M [1..n] contains M + [1..n+ ] as a
prefix and n+ < n. We know that signatures of all the prefixes of length smaller that n+ are correctly distributed. The recursive Extract oracle constructs Sig[M [1..n + ]] and appends it using
the SGN.Ssk (·) oracle. The signature Sig[M [1..n+ ]] has the form {pk 1 , sig 1 , . . . , pk n+ , sig n+ , sk n+ },
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where pk n+ = pk and sk n+ = false. The input public key pk was generated by SGN.G(1k ) and
thus pk n+ is correctly distributed. To append Sig[M [1..n+ ]] with Mn+ +1 , Extract(·) computes
(sk n+ +1 , pk n+ +1 ) ← SGN.G(1k ), queries sig sk (Mn+ +1 , pk n+ +1 ) and sets Sig[M [1..n+ + 1]] ←
{pk 1 , sig 1 , . . . , pk n+ +1 , sig n+ +1 , sk n+ +1 }. This signature is correctly distributed and all the following signatures are constructed by appending this one using AOS.Append.
Proof of of Claim B.2: Let A terminate and output a forgery for M ∗ [1..n]. Without loss
of generality we can assume that no prefix of M ∗ [1..n] is contained in MSGSet. Thus the
target message M ∗ [1..n∗ ] must be different from all the AOSSign queries made by A. The
previous claim established that A’s AOSSign queries are totally independent from the choice
of M + [1..n+ ].
The index of the guessed message was uniformly chosen from [1..s]. If there exists an AOSSign
query equal to M + [1..n+ ], then B declares Failure; otherwise A outputs message M ∗ [1..n∗ ]
which must be different from all the AOSSign queries. Therefore the probability that B does
not fail and that M ∗ [1..n∗ ] = M + [1..n+ ] is exactly 1/s.

C

Proof of Theorem 3.2

In this appendix we will establish the following: for any adversary A against aos-uf-cma security
of AOS3, there exists an adversary B (against collision-resistance of G 0 , G1 and H), C (against
one-wayness of G0 and G1 ) and D (against pseudo-randomness of G) all running in about the
same time as A such that


X
X
d
Advaos-uf-cma
Advcr
Adv1-way (k ) + 2d · Advprg (k ) .
AOS3,A (k ) ≤
S,B (k ) + 3·2
S,C

S∈{H,G0 ,G1 }

G,D

S∈{G0 ,G1 }

Here Advxxx
S,B (k ) denotes the advantage of a (polynomially bounded) adversary B attacking the
xxx security of the primitive S, where xxx can be cr (collision resistance), 1-way (one-wayness),
or prg (pseudorandomness). For a formal definition we refer the reader to the textbooks of
Goldreich [Gol01, Gol04]).
We denote the original aos-uf-cma experiment played by A as Exp. Consider an arbitrary
adversary A that is run in Exp. At the key-generation stage the challenger picks a random
secret key key(ε), computes the values of key(·) on all the nodes in the graph T , and gives a
public key key(ε̃) to A. The adversary outputs a forgery (M ∗ [1..t], Sig∗ ) and with probabil∗
∗
∗
∗
ity Advaos-uf-cma
AOS3,A (k ), A’s forgery is valid. Let u = hM1 , . . . , Mt i and parse Sig as the set
{key∗ (x) | x ∈ {u∗ } ∪ Comp(u∗ )}. Let Desc(u∗ ) be the set {u∗ } ∪ Comp(u∗ ) including all their
(lower) descendants in the graph T . Then the signature on u∗ defines key∗ (·) on the set Desc(u∗ ).
We define the event
FORGE : The forgery of A in experiment Exp is valid,
i.e. key∗ (ε̃) = key(ε̃). We define KEYS as the event that key ∗ (x) = key(x) on all x ∈ Desc(u∗ )
in experiment Exp. Then we have
Advaos-uf-cma
AOS3,A (k) = Pr[ FORGE ]
= Pr[ FORGE ∧ KEYS ] + Pr[ FORGE ∧ ¬KEYS ] .
{z
} |
{z
}
|
p1
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p2

Intuitively, we are going to show that in the first case there is an efficient attack on the pseudorandomness of G or the one-wayness of G0 or G1 and in the second case one can break
collision-resistance of H, G0 or G1 .
We will bound p1 and p2 in turn. First we bound p2 . Note that ¬E means that there exists
some x ∈ Desc(u∗ ) such that key∗ (x) 6= key(x). Hence FORGE ∧ ¬KEYS means that among the
possible descendants x ∈ Desc(u∗ ) satisfying key∗ (x) 6= key(x), there must exist some x together
with one of its children y, such that key∗ (x) 6= key(x) but key∗ (y) = key(y) (since we require
key∗ (ε̃) = key(ε̃)).
Consider the following adversary B (attacking the collision resistance of G 0 , G1 or H) that
runs the aos-uf-cma experiment for A. B picks a random secret key key(ε), recursively computes
key(x) for all nodes x in the graph T , and returns the public key key(ε̃) to A. The input of
A is distributed identically to the experiment Expaos-uf-cma
AOS3,A (k ). Thus with probability p2 , A
∗
∗
outputs a valid forgery {key (x) | x ∈ {u } ∪ Comp(u∗ )} for some node u∗ ∈ U T such that
there exists a node x ∈ T (x is some descendant x of {u∗ } ∪ Comp(u∗ )) and its child y such
that key∗ (x) 6= key(x) but key∗ (y) = key(y). Such an x can be identified by B in the same
time as verifying a signature. If x ∈ U T then {key ∗ (x), key(x)} is a collision either for G0 or
G1 (Gi (key∗ (x)) = Gi (key(x)) for some i ∈ {0, 1}). Otherwise let x0 be another parent of y,
then H(key∗ (x), key∗ (x0 )) = H(key(x), key(x0 )) and {(key∗ (x), key∗ (x0 )), (key(x), key(x0 ))} is a
collision for H(·, ·). Therefore
cr
cr
p2 ≤ Advcr
H,B (k ) + AdvG0 ,B (k ) + AdvG1 ,B (k ).

We now proceed to bound p1 . First consider a single adversary C0 participating in the oneway
experiments for both G0 and G1 simultaneously. The adversary C0 will run A and in the case
A successfully forges AOS3, she will win in either one of the experiments (that is, finding a
preimage for G0 or G1 of a given input value C). Second, consider an adversary C1 participating
in the same oneway experiment and that only slightly differs from the description of adversary
C0 . The adversary C1 will be used to bound probability p1 .
Finally, using a hybrid argument, we will connect the two adversaries by showing that the
views of adversary A when run by C0 and C1 in the execution of the experiment are computational
indistinguishable assuming G is a pseudorandom generator.
We describe the two adversaries C0 and C1 as follows:
Adversary Ci (1k , c):
$
key(ε) ← {0, 1}k and define key(·) recursively on all the descendants.
$
Pick a random node u+ = hM1+ , . . . , Mn+ i ← U T \ {ε} ∪ {d-th level of LT }.
+
if i = 0 then redefine key(u ) ← c else do nothing
Run A(1k , key(ε̃)) and answer all the Sign(M [1..t]) queries made by A as follows:
if (M [1..t] = M + [1..t]) and (t < n) then return abort.
else set u = hM1 , . . . , Mt i ; return Sig = {key(x) | x ∈ {u} ∪ Comp(u)}.
Eventually A terminates and outputs a forgery Sig∗ for some message M ∗ [1..t].
Denote hM1∗ , . . . , Mt∗ i as u∗ ; parse Sig∗ as {key∗ (x) | x ∈ u∗ ∪ Comp(u∗ )}.
if M ∗ [1..t] = M + [1..n − 1] then return key∗ (u∗ )
else return abort.

For i ∈ {0, 1} denote by Expi the simultaneous oneway experiment when run under adversary
Ci .
We define the two events
ABORTCi :Adversary Ci aborts in experiment Expi

KEYSCi :key∗ (x) = key(x) for all x ∈ Desc(u∗ ) in experiment Expi
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Furthermore, we define the two probabilities
qi = Pr[ KEYSCi ∧ ¬ABORTCi ]
in experiment Expi . Intuitively, in the remainder of the proof we will show that the value q0
is related to the onewayness of G0 and G1 , that q1 can be lower bounded using p1 , and that
|q0 − q1 | is small.
Consider the experiment Exp0 . Assuming C0 does not abort, u+ is a child of u∗ and hence we
have GMn+ (key∗ (u∗ )) = key(u+ ) = c if the event KEYSC0 happens. Hence adversary C0 outputs
key∗ (u∗ ) which is valid preimage of GMn+ (c):
1-way
q0 ≤ Adv1-way
G0 ,C0 (k ) + AdvG1 ,C0 (k )

in experiment Exp0 . We will now lower bound probability q1 in experiment Exp1 .
Claim C.1 q1 ≥ p1 /(3 · 2d ).
We rewrite q1 as
q1 = Pr [ KEYSC1 | ¬ABORTC1 ] · Pr[ ¬ABORTC1 ].

The event ¬ABORTC1 in Exp1 happens if and only if the right value for u+ was guessed by C1 ,
i.e. if u+ is a child of u∗ . Hence, assuming C1 does not abort, the view of A in experiment
Exp1 is identically distributed to the view of A the experiment Exp. Hence with probability at
least p1 , A outputs a valid forgery (u∗ , Sig∗ ) such that key∗ (x) = key(x) on all descendants
x ∈ Desc(u∗ ) in Exp1 :
Pr [ KEYSC1 | ¬ABORTC1 ] ≥ Pr[ FORGE ∧ KEYS ] = p1
Since the choice of u+ in the experiment Exp1 is totally independent from the inputs of A (and
u+ is chosen randomly from the set of 3 · 2d − 2 nodes), we have
Pr[ ¬ABORTC1 ] = 1/(3 · 2d − 2) ≥ 1/(3 · 2d ).
This completes the proof of the claim.
For i ∈ {0, 1} define Viewi to be the view of adversary A in experiment Expi . The following
lemma establishes that the views of A in the experiments Exp0 and Exp1 are computationally
indistinguishable.
Lemma C.2 A cannot distinguish between the two distributions View 0 and View1 better than
with probability 2d · Advprg
G,D (k ) for some adversary D running in about the same time as A.
We will prove the lemma later. As an implication of Lemma C.2 we get that |q0 − q1 | ≤
2d · Advprg
G,D (k ). Thus
p1 ≤ 3 · 2 d · q 1

≤ 3 · 2d (q0 + 2d · Advprg
G,D (k ))

1-way
prg
≤ 3 · 2d (Adv1-way
G0 ,C (k ) + AdvG1 ,C (k )) + 2d · Adv G,D (k ))

Combining the bounds on p1 and p2 we complete the proof of the theorem:


X
X
prg
d

Advcr
Adv1-way
p1 + p 2 ≤
S,B (k ) + 3 · 2
S,C (k ) + 2d · Adv G,D (k ) .
S∈{H,G0 ,G1 }

S∈{G0 ,G1 }
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Proof of of Lemma C.2: Each of the experiments Exp0 and Exp1 is completely determined
by the values of key(·) on the following subset of nodes R ⊂ T :
+
R = {hM1+ , . . . , Mj+ i | j = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {hM1+ , . . . , Mj−1
, ¬Mj+ i | j = 1, . . . , n}

In Exp1 , key(ε) is chosen at random and the keys on the rest of R is generated by iterating G(·).
On the other hand, in Exp0 the values of key(·) on R are defined in the same way except for
key(hM1+ , . . . , Mn+ i), which is replaced by the challenge string for the onewayness experiment.
Our goal is to show that from adversary A’s view, these two experiments are computational
indistinguishable.
We define a sequence of n hybrid adversaries C1 [1], . . . , C1 [n] as follows: Let C1 [1] = C1 and
the i-th adversary C1 [i] behaves like C1 except that it assigns random keys key(·) on the nodes
+
{hM1+ , . . . , Mj+ i, hM1+ , . . . , Mj−1
, ¬Mj+ i | j = 1, . . . , i} and uses G(·) to compute key(·) on the
rest of the nodes. The only difference between adversaries C1 [i] and C1 [i + 1] is that in the first
case key(hM1+ , . . . , Mi+ i), key(hM1+ , . . . , ¬Mi+ i) are pseudorandom and in the second case they
are perfectly random. Let Exp1 [i] be the experiment when run under adversary C1 [i] and let
View1 [i] be the random variable describing the view of adversary A when run in experiment
Exp1 [i]. Then, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, A cannot distinguish between View 1 [i] and View1 [i + 1]
any better than with probability Adv prg
G,D (k ) for some adversary D who runs in the time needed
to run A.

Next, consider a new adversary C00 which is defined as C0 , just key(hM1+ , . . . , Mn+ i) is replaced by
a random string from {0, 1}k . Analogously define Exp00 and View00 . Since G(·) is a pseudorandom
generator, A cannot distinguish between the View 0 and View00 any better than with probability
Advprg
G,D (k ).

Analogous to the first sequence of hybrid adversaries, consider a sequence of adversaries C 00 [1], . . . ,
C00 [n]. Here C00 [1] = C00 and the i-th adversary C00 [i] is identical to C1 [i], except the value
key(hM1+ , . . . , Mn+ i) is replaced by a truly random string. Again define Exp00 [i] and View00 [i]
as above. A similar argument shows that A cannot distinguish between View 00 [i] and View00 [i + 1]
0
any better than with probability Advprg
G,D (k ). Finally, the experiments Exp0 [n] and Exp1 [n] are
identical so are View00 [n] and View1 [n]. This establishes a sequence of hybrids from View 0 to
View1 :
View0 ≈ View00 ≡ View00 [1] ≈ . . . ≈ View00 [n] ≡ View1 [n] ≈ . . . ≈ View1 [1] ≡ View1 ,
where ≈ means that the distributions of the two random variables are computational indistinguishable and ≡ means they are identical. A cannot distinguish between any consecutive pair of
the views any better than with probability Adv prg
G,D (k ), therefore total probability that A will
distinguish between View0 and View1 is no more than
prg
2n · Advprg
G,D (k ) ≤ 2d · Adv G,D (k ).

D

AOS with short key size

In this section we review the hybrid HIBE scheme from Boneh, Boyen and Goh (see Section
4 of [BBG05]) (BBG − HIBE ) achieving short private keys. By the results from Section 4 we
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know that a HIBE scheme implies an AOS scheme. Motivated by this reduction, we present
a concrete AOS scheme (called AOS 2 ) based on BBG − HIBE . In presenting the concrete
scheme, we are able to make some (straightforward) efficiency improvements over the generic
reduction by making the AOS verification algorithm deterministic (instead of probabilistic).
The main intention of this section is to demonstrate that AOS (and hence also HIBS) can
be carried out with secret key size of order “square root of the length of the signed message”.
We briefly review the necessary facts about bilinear maps and bilinear groups. Let G 1 and
G2 be groups with the following properties.
• G1 is an additive groups of prime order q.
• G1 has generator P .
• There is a bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 .
We have stipulated that our groups should have a bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 . This should
satisfy the conditions below.
Bilinear: For all U, V ∈ G1 , a, b ∈ Z, e(aU, bV ) = e(U, V )ab
Non-degenerate: e(P, P ) 6= 1G2
We say that G1 is a bilinear group if there exists a group G2 with |G2 | = |G1 | = q and a bilinear
map e satisfying the conditions above; moreover, the group operations in G 1 and G2 and e must
be efficiently computable.
Let G1 be a bilinear group. We want to build an AOS scheme for messages
of length at
√
most d. For simplicity assume that d has an integer root; that is, l = d. Any message
M [1..n] = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) of length n ≤ d can be represented in matrix form as


 
M1
M2
. . . Ml
M1,1 M1,2 . . . M1,l
 Ml+1


Ml+2
. . . M2l 

  M2,1 M2,2 . . . M2,l 
M [1..n] = 
.
= .

..
..
.
.
.
.
.
..
..   ..
..
..
.. 


.
.
M(l−1)l+1 M(l−1)l+2 . . . Ml2
Ml,1 Ml,2 . . . Ml,l
We denote the induced index mapping as π : {1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , l} × {1, . . . , l} with π(n) =
(n1 , n2 ). Here n1 is called the row index and n2 the column index.
We may now describe AOS 2 = (AOS.Setup, AOS.Append, AOS.Vfy) giving its constituting
algorithms.
• AOS.Setup(1k ): Pick two random generators P, Q ∈ G1 and a random element α ∈ Zq .
Next, pick random elements G1 , . . . , Gl and H1 , . . . , Hl ∈ G1 . The public key consists of
AOS.pk = (P, G1 , . . . , Gl , H1 , . . . , Hl , e(αP, Q)).
The root key Sig[ε] is αQ.
• AOS.Append: Let (n1 , n2 ) = π(n). For a message M [1..n] the signature is defined as
Sig[M [1..n]] = (αQ +

nX
1 −1

ri (Gi +

i=1

l
X
j=1

Mi,j Hj ) +

rn0 1 (Gn1

+

n2
X

Mn1 ,j Hj ),

j=1

1 −n2
,
r1 P, . . . , rn1 −1 P, rn0 1 P, rn0 1 Hn2 +1 , . . . , rn0 1 Hl ) ∈ Gl+1+n
1
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where r1 , . . . , rn1 −1 , as well as rn0 1 are random elements from Zq . We now describe the
append operation. Given the public key AOS.pk, a signature Sig[M [1..n − 1]], and a new
symbol Mn , we want to output a valid signature of the message M [1..n].
For the append process we have to distinguish between two cases:
Case 1: π(n − 1) = (n1 , n2 − 1) (namely n and n − 1 have the same row index). Then the
signature on message M [1..n − 1] has the form
³

αQ +

nX
1 −1

ri (Gi +

l
X

Mi,j Hj ) + rn1 (Gn1 +

Mn1 ,j Hj ),

j=1

j=1

i=1

nX
2 −1

´
r1 P, . . . , rn1 P, rn1 Hn2 , . . . , rn1 Hl = (A, A1 , . . . , An1 , Bn2 , . . . , Bl ).
Pick a random r ∈ Zq and output the signature Sig[M [1..n]] as
³

A+Mn1 ,n2 Bn2 +r(Gn1 +

n2
X

´
Mn1 ,j Hj ), A1 , . . . , An1 −1 , An1 +rP, Bn2 +1 +rHn2 +1 , . . . , Bl +rHl .

j=1

It is easy to verify that the resulting signature is of the right form with rn0 1 = rn1 + r.
Case 2: If π(n−1) = (n1 −1, l) (the row indexes of n and n−1 differ). Then the signature
on message M [1..n − 1] has the form
³

αQ +

n1
X
i=1

ri (Gi +

l
X

Mi,j Hj ), r1 P, . . . , rn1 −1 P

´

= (A, A1 , . . . , An1 −1 ).

j=1

In this case we have π(n) = (n1 , 1) and to generate a signature for the message M [1..n]
chose a random r ∈ Zq and compute Sig[M [1..n]] as
³
´
A + r(Mn1 ,1 H1 + Gn1 ), A1 , . . . , An1 −1 , rP, rH2 , . . . , rHl .
• AOS.Vfy. Given a signature Sig[M [1..n]] and a message M [1..n], verification is carried out
as follows: Verify if
e(Sig[M [1..n]], P ) = e(αP, Q) ·

nY
1 −1

(e(ri P, Gi +

i=1

l
X
j=1

Mi,j Hj )) · e(rn0 1 P, Gn1 +

n2
X

Mn1 ,j Hj )

j=1

The length of the signature of AOS 2 grows linearly with the square root of the length of the
message. Security is proved with respect to the l + 1-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (BDHE)
assumption. (See [BBG05] for an exact definition.)
Theorem D.1 Suppose the computational l + 1-BHDE assumptions holds in the group G 1 .
Then the AOS 2 scheme is selective message aos-uf-cma secure.
Here selective message aos-uf-cma security is defined similar to Definition 2.1. The difference
is that in the security experiment, the adversary has to commit to the message she is going to
forge the signature for before the public/secret keys are issued and the public key is given to
her. In the random oracle model, the scheme can be modified to get a full unforgeable AOS
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scheme. However, the security reduction is not tight and only allows for signatures on messages
of constant length. Again, we refer the reader to [BBG05] for more details.
The proof of the theorem follows that of the BBG − HIBE scheme from [BBG05] and is
omitted here. We note that since we are dealing with signatures instead of encryption, we
can prove security of our scheme with respect to a computational assumption (rather than a
decisional assumption as the original BBG − HIBE scheme).
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